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Abstract. An algorithm is presented for generating a succinct encoding of all pairs
shortest path information in an n-vertex directed graph G with O(n) edges. The edges
have real-valued costs, but the graph contains no negative cycles. The algorithm runs
in O('Y(G)n + ('Y(G) )'log 'Y(G)) time, where 'Y(G) is a topological emhedding measure
that we define. The algorithm uses a decomposition of the graph into O(-y(G)) outer-
planar subgraphs satisfying certain separator properties, and a linear-time algorithm
is presented to find this decomposition.
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A fundamental problem in graph algorithms is that of determining shortest path
information in a graph [AHU, DPJ. Efficient algorithms for various versions of this
problem have been proposed [D, FI, Fs2, Fs3, Fm, FT, W], with recent emphasis on
exploiting topological features of the input graph, such as edge sparsity and planarity
[IT, Fs2, Fs3]. Consider the all pairs shortest paths problem on a directed graph
with real-valued edge weights, but no negative cycles. In this paper we explore an
approach to this problem based on the embedding properties of the graph. We assume
that graph G is sparse, i.e., that m is D(n), where m is the number of edges and n
the number of vertices. Our approach can handle efficiently the classes of nonplanar
graphs identified in [FJl]. It is a significant generalization of the approach in [Fs3]
for handling planar graphs. These approaches use a succinct encoding of shortest
path information that relies on an appropriate renaming of the vertices. We present
an algorithm to identify a good renaming of the vertices of a nonplanar graph G. We
use this renaming to find all pairs shortest paths in G in time that ranges from D(n)
up to D(n2 log n) as a certain topological measure of G ranges from 0 up to D(n). By
encoding shortest path information into either compact routing tables or a suitable
query structure, we avoid a lower bound of r!(n2 ) time that would be needed if the
output were required to be in the form of n shortest path trees or a distance matrix.
We describe the perfonnance of our algorithm using a new embedding measure
::reG). A hammock is a certain type of outerplanar subgraph of G that we define
carefully in section 3 using notions of embeddings. Let::r(G) be the minimum number
of harrunocks into which G can be partitioned. In general the value of ::y(G) can range
from 1 up to SCm), depending on the graph, and is proportional to leG'), the genus
of G', and to "Y(G'), the crosscap number of G', where G' = G + v IS graph G with
an additional vertex v and with edges from v to every vertex in G. Given directed
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graph G, we can generate an embedding of G' of hammock number O()i(G)) in Oem)
time. Then using a renaming of vertices based on the embedding, our shortest paths
algorithm constructs compact routing tahles in O('Y(G)n + ('Y(G) )'log 'Y(G») time.
Finding a minimum genus embedding of an arbitrary graph Gis NP-hard [T]. The
best algorithm known for embedding arbitrary graphs takes O(n-Y(G)) time [FMR].
For graphs of fixed genus, an O(n4 ) time algorithm is claimed for constructing
the embedding [AFL]. Previous shortest paths algorithms have a performance of
O(n3(loglogn)'/3((logn)'/3) for general graphs [Fm], O(nm + n'logn) for sparse
graphs [FT], and O('Y(G)n) for planar graphs [Fs3]. For nonplanar graphs our shortest
paths algorithm is better than the algorithm in [FT] whenever ;Y(G) is o(n).
Our choice of output in the form of compact routing tables is natural, as shortest
path information in this form is useful in space-efficient methods for message routing
in distributed networks [FJl, FJ2]. Using the ideas discussed in the last section of
(Fs3], we can also generate an alternative encoding of shortest paths information
and identify all edges that violate the generalized triangle inequality in only O(n +
('Y(G))'log'Y(G)) time.
We identify several nice structural properties of graphs. As mentioned earlier, we
introduce a new topological measure related to the embedding of graphs. Besides
comparing this value with the genus and crosscap number of G', we also compare it
with the disk dimension of the graph on various surfaces. Our measure may have
other applications in topological graph theory [GTJ besides shortest paths.
Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the notion of a compact
routing table and the definitions of some common terms in topological graph theory.
In section 3 we define a hammock, describe a decomposition of a graph into ham-
mocks, and compare the hammock number with several other topological embedding
measures. In section 4 we give an overview of our all pairs shortest path algorithm.
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In sections 5 and 6 we describe operations that allow us to identify partial hammocks
efficiently.
A preliminary version of this paper has appeared in [Fs4].
2. Preliminaries
In this section we review the notion of compact routing tables, and then briefly
review some common terms from topological graph theory.
We first discuss the idea of compact routing tables, which appears in [FJ1) and
is based on ideas in [SK, vLTj. Let the vertices be assigned names from 1 to n in a
manner to be discussed. For every edge (v, w) incident from any given vertex v, let
S(v, w) be the set of vertices such that there is a shortest path from v to each vertex
in S(v, w) with the first edge on this path being (v, w). A tie occurs if there is a
vertex u such that there is a shortest path from v to u with the first edge on this
path being (v, w) and also a shortest path from v to u with the first edge on this path
being (v, w') for some w' #- w. In the event of ties, an appropriate tie-breaking rule
is employed so that for each pair of vertices v and u =F v, u is in just one set S(v, w)
for some w. Let each set S(v, w) be described as a union of a minimum number of
subintervals of [1, nj. We allow a subinterval to wrap around from n back to 1, i.e., a
set {i,i+ I, ... ,n,I,2, ... ,n, where i > j + 1 will be described by [i,Jl We call the
set S(v,w) described in the form of a minimum number of subintervals of [l,nj the
label of edge (v,w).
For example, consider an outerplanar graph. (A graph is outerplanar if it can be
embedded in the plane such that all vertices are on one face [HJ.) It was observed
in {Fs3j that if the vertices of an directed outerplanar graph are named in clockwise
order around this one face, then each set S(v, w) is a single interval [I, hj. A compact
routing table for v consists of a list of jnitial values l of each interval, along with
pointers to the corresponding edges. The list is a rotated list [MS, FsI], and can be
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searched using a modified binary search. For a graph that is not outerplanar, an edge
label S(v, w) can consist of more than one subinterval. A compact routing table then
has an entry for each of the subintervals contained in an edge label at v.
We also discuss several terms from topological graph theory. (See [GT] for a more
complete treatment.) An embedding of a graph G into a closed surface S is cellular if
and only if each connected component of S - G is homeomorphic to an open disk. A
closed surface is orientable if it can be constructed by attaching handles to a sphere.
A crosscap results when a Mobius band is attached to a surface by identifying the
edge of the Mobius band with the edge of a hole cut in the surface. A closed surface
is nonorientable if it can be constructed from some surface by attaching a crosscap.
A projective plane is the surface resulting from adding a crosscap to a sphere. The
genus i(G) of graph G is the minimum number of handles for an orientable surface
in which G can be embedded. The crosscap number;Y(G) of graph G is the minimum
number of crosscaps for a nonorientable surface in which G can be embedded.
3. An embedding structure of graphs
In this section we use graph embeddings to describe a decomposition of a graph
into subgraphs which we term hammocks, and compare the minimum number of
hammocks in such a composition with other topological measures based on embed·
dings. We first define the hammocks of a graph when the graph plus vertex v has
been embedded on a surface other than a sphere or a crosscap, using two operations
called absorption and sequencing. We then bound the number of hammocks in terms
of the Euler characteristic of the surface. Next we define the "hammock number"
of a graph with the genus and crosscap number of a corresponding graph, and with
the sum of genus and number of covering faces in a face-an-vertex covering of an
orientable embedding of the graph.
To define hammocks, we first convert our directed graph into an undirected graph.
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Let G be a directed graph whose weakly directed counterpart is biconnected. (ll the
weakly directed counterpart of G is J;).ot biconnected, then shortest paths can be
handled in each biconnected component separately.) Let v be a vertex not in G. Let
Gt be the graph generated from G by inserting v into the set of vertices, and inserting
a directed edge from v to each of the other vertices. Let Gt be an embedding of Gt
in a surface such that if both edges (v, w) and (w, v) are in G', then they together
bound a face. Assume that G' cannot be embedded in a surface of genus 0 or crosscap
number Ii we shall discuss these special cases subsequently.
We define the hammocks of G with respect to G' as follows. First replace each
directed edge (v, w) or pair of directed edges (v, w) and (w, v) in (;, by an undirected
edge (v, w). Next triangulate each face that is bounded by more than three edges in
such a way that no additional edges incident on v are introduced. Finally, delete v
and its adjacent edges, yielding embedding Cu' Since for each vertex w =f:. v there is
exactly one edge (v, w), as each such edge (v, w) is deleted, one large face is created.
This face, which we cali the basic face, contains all the vertices. The remaining faces
are all triangles. We call the resulting triangulated embedded graph Gu a basic face
embedded graph.
We now show how to group the faces of Gu together to yield hammocks, using two
operations: absorption and sequencing. We first perform absorption. Initially mark
each edge that borders the basic face. Consider a pair of nonbasic faces /1 and h
that share an edge. Suppose that /1 contains two marked edges. (This implies that
these two marked edges share an endpoint of degree 2.) Then absorb 11 into 12. This
is equivalent to performing the following operations on the embedded graph: First
contract one edge that face it shares with the basic face. The first face becomes a
face bounded by two parallel edges, one of which is shared with the second face. Then
delete this edge, effectively merging faces It and h. Repeat the absorption operation
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until it can no longer be applied.
Once the absorption operation can no longer be applied, we group the remaining
face by sequencing. Identify maximal sequences of faces such that each face in the
sequence has a marked edge and each pair of consecutive faces share an edge in
common. Each sequence then comprises an outerplanar graph. Expanding the faces
that were absorbed into faces in the sequence yields a graph that is still outerplanar.
Each such resulting graph is called a (major) hammock. The first and last vertices on
each face of the hammock are called the vertices of attachment. Any edge that is not
included in a major hammock is taken individually to induce a (minor) hammock.
The set of all major and minor hanunocks comprises a hammock decomposition of the
embedded graph Gu .
Let G denote the undirected version of a graph G. We give an example of G
III Figure 3.1. The same graph is shown embedded on a surface with one handle
in Figure 3.2. The handle is indicated by the two circles labeled with the letter A.
The portion of an edge entering the handle at one of the circles is matched with the
portion of an edge entering the handle at the mirror image position on the other
circle. For example, there is an edge from vertex 18 to vertex 5 going through handle
A. Note that all vertices are on one of the faces, so that a vertex v could be added
to the embedding, along with edges to each vertex shown. A face embedded graph
Gu consistent with the embedding in Figure 3.2 is shown in Figure 3.3, with the
additional triangulation edges shown as dashed. Note that vertex v and its incident
edges have already been deleted, so that all vertices are on one face. We have named
vertices around this face in order.
We first illustrate absorption. Faces {12, 13, 14} and {I, 12, 14} share edge (12, 14),
and face {12,13,14} contains two marked edges: (12,13) and (13,14). Thus face
{12, 13, 14} is absorbed into face {I, 12, 14}, which is accomplished by contracting
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edge (12 , 13) and deleting edge (12,14). This yields a face with vertices I, 12, and
14. Similarly face {I,2, 3} is absorbed into face {l,3 , I2}, by contracting edge (1 , 2)
and deleting edge (1 , 3), yielding a face with vertices 1, 12, and 14. The resulting
embedded graph is shown in Figure 3.4.
We now identify maximal sequences of faces in Figure 3.4. There are three such se-
quences. One has faces with vertex sets {l,16, IS}, {1 , 15,16}, {1 , 14,15}, {I,12,14},
{l,3,12}, {3, 11, 12}, {3, 10, 11}, {3, 9, 10}, {3,4, 9}, {4,8,9}, {4, 7,8}, and {4,6,7},
a second has faces with vertex sets {4, 5, 16}, and {4, 16, 17}, and the third has faces
with vertex sets {5,6, I8}, and {6,7 , 18}. The edges in the major hammock corre-
sponding to the first sequence are (1,18), (16,18), (15,16), (1,16), (14,15), (1,15),
(12,14), (1,14), (1,3), (1,12), (11,12), (3,12), (10,11), (3,11), (9,10), (3,10), (3,4),
(3,9), (8,9), (4,9), (7,8), (4,8), (6,7), (4,7) and (4,6). The edges in the major ham-
mock corresponding to the second sequence are (16,17), (4,17), (4,5), (4, 16) and
(5,16), and the edges in the major hammock corresponding to the third sequence are
(5,6), (5,18), (6,7), (6,18) and (17,18). These are each listed in an order of pairs of
edges consisting of instances of an edge that can be contracted followed by an edge
that can be deleted, culminating with a final edge that remains I as discussed in the
proof of Lemma 2.2.
The hammocks are shown in Figure 3.5, leaving in (for explicitness) the edges
that were added in converting {1' to Gu. The vertices of attachment for the first
hammock are 16, 18, 4 and 6. The vertices of attachment for the second and third
are all vertices in those hammocks.
In the case that {1' is embedded on a surface of genus 0 or crosscap number I,
we generate hammocks as follows. In the case that G' can be embedded on a surface
of genus 0, then G itself is outerplanar, and is thus taken to be a hammock. In the
case that G1 can be embedded on a surface of crosscap number 1, then generate and
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handle au, up to and including the operation of absorbing faces. Then take an edge
(v, w) not on the boundary of the basic face. Make two copies of each of v and w in
G, and replace the edges incident on v and w with edges incident on the appropriate
copy, then an outerplanar graph results. Take this modified version of G to be the
hammock.
Lemma 3.1. The above algorithm generates a decomposition of basic face embedded
graph au into hammocks.
Proof. We claim that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the edges m
Gu and the edges in the hammocks of the hammock decomposition of Gu • If Gu is
embedded into a surface of genus 9 = 0 or crosscap number k = 1, then this is clearly
true. Thus we consider the CMes in which au is embedded into a surface of genus
9 > 0 or crosscap number k > 1. First it is clear that any edge in Gu has at least one
corresponding edge in the hammocks of the decomposition, since any edge not in a
major hammock is inserted into a hammock of its own. Suppose that there were an
edge in Gu that is in more than one major hammock. This edge cannot be an edge
on the basic face, since such an edge is in only one nonbasic face, and each nonbasic
face in is included in at most one sequence of faces. Thus this edge must be shared
by two nonbasic faces, each of which is included in a different ha.mmock. But then
each such face contains a marked edge, implying that the two faces must be in the
same maximal sequence of faces. It follows that an edge cannot be shared by two
nonbasic faces a.nd be in two different major hammocks. Thus the claim follows.
It is not hard to verify that the vertices of attachment of any hammock are the
only vertices shared with any other hanunocks. 0
Recall from [GT] that the Euler characteristic X of a closed surface S is the value
IVI -lEI + IFI for any cellular embedding of • gr.ph on S. If S is orient.ble with 9
handles, then X = 2 - 2g, and if it is nonorientable with k crosscaps, then X = 2 - k.
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Lemma 3.1. Let Ou be embedded in a surface of Euler characteristic x. There are
max{3 - 3X,I} hammocks in a hammock decomposition of Gu •
Proof. IT Gu is embedded into a surface of Euler characteristic 2, then the surface
is equivalent to a sphere. If Gu is embedded into a surface of Euler characteristic 1,
then the surface has one crosscap and no handles. In either case there is only one
hammock. For X :S 0, generate embedded graph Oh from Cu as follows. First mimic
the absorption of faces by contracting and deleting edges as discussed previously.
After the absorption of faces has been mimicked, we compress major hammocks as
follows. For every edge that bounds the basic face and is in a major hanunock,
contract the edge, and delete one of the two resulting parallel edges. Such operations
should be performed so as to preserve the embedding. Call the resulting graph Ch .
It follows that in Gh there is one vertex, corresponding to the basic face, and each
edge in Gh corresponds to a hammock in Gu • It also follows that every face in Oh
must be bounded by three edges.
Let Vh, Eh and Fh be the sets of vertices, edges and faces of Oh. Then IFhl =
2IEhl/3. Combining the above with IVhl-IEhl + IFhl = Xyields IEhl = -3x+3IVhl·
Since IVhl = 1, and IEhl is the number of hammocks, the number of hammocks is
3 - 3x. 0
The hammocks for G with respect to basic face embedding Gu are then determined
as follows. Delete any edges from the hammocks of Gu which were added in generating
Gu , noting that any hammocks that lose all their edges can be deleted. Replace the
remaining edges by the directed edges that they replaced in the conversion to Gu.
Theorem 3.1. Let Gu be a basic face embedding of a graph G into a surface of Euler
characteristic t. There is a decomposition of G into O(t) hammocks.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, the above algorithm generates a decomposition of G. By
Lemma 3.2, the number of hammocks generated will be O(t). D
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We now define our embedding measure, the hammock number;:Y(G) of G. This will
represent the minimum number of hammocks into which graph G can be decomposed.
As before, let Gf be the graph generated from G by inserting v into the set of vertices,
and inserting a directed edge from v to each of the other vertices. If 'Y(G') = 0 or
::Y(G) = 1, then ;Y(G) = 1. Otherwise, consider all possible cellular triangulated
embeddings of Gf that introduce no additional edges incident on v in orientable and
nonorientable surfaces. Let;y(G) be the minimum number of hammocks over all such
embeddings.
In our definition of hammock number, we consider nonorientable as well as ori~
entable surfaces I because it may be that there are (many) fewer hammocks resulting
from the best embedding on a nonorientable surface as compared with an orientable
surface. Let the vertices be indexed by the integers from 0 to n - 1 around the basic
face in some embedding. Each hammock is defined on a set of vertices that form two
sequences on the basic face: i,iEBl, ... ,if and j,jEB1, ... ,jf, where ffi is addition
modulo n. An untwisted hammock is a hammock that contains the edges (i,l) and
(if,j). A twisted hammock is a hammock that that is not untwisted. This means
that i i= if and j #- jf and edges (i,j) and (i' ,]') are contained in it. An untwisted
hammock can be embedded on a surface by using a handle. A twisted hammock can
be embedded on a surface by using a handle and a crosscap together. We show in the
next lemma that the hammock number is linearly related to both the genus and the
crosscap number, which implies that considering nonorientable surfaces can improve
the hammock number by only a constant factor.
Lemma 3.3. For any graph G whose associated graph G' cannot be embedded on
a surface of nonnegative Euler characteristic, the hammock number ;Y(G) of G is
0(,(G') and also 0('j'(G'»).
Proof. We shall show that 'Y(G) is O('j'(G')), 'j'(G') is 0(,(G')), and 'Y(G') is O('Y(G)).
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The lemma will follow from these facts.
Consider a triangulated cellular embedding of G' in a nonorientable surface that is
of minimum crosscap number. By Lemma 3.2, there are at most 3 - 3X = 3;:Y(G') - 3
hammocks in this emhedding. Thus ')(G) is O(l'(G')).
By Theorem 3.4.5 in [GT], l'(G') S 2"'((G') + 1. Thus 'f(G') is O("'(G')).
Finally, we show that "'((G') is O(')(G)). Consider a triangulated cellular emhed-
ding Gu of G' in a surface that realizes the minimum hanunock number ::y(G) of G. We
construct an embedding of G' on an orientable surface as follows. Place the embed-
ded subgraph of Gu induced on v and all its neighbors on a sphere. For each twisted
hammock in Gu , do the following. Let the hammock be defined on the sequences
i,iEBl, .. . ,i' andj,iffil, ... ,i'. Let it be the largest index with i:::; i 1 S i ' such that
edge (iI,i) is in the hammock. Let i 2 be the smallest index with i :::; i2 :::; i' such that
edge (i21 i') is in the harrnnock. Let]1 be the largest index with j :::;]t :::; i' such that
edge (],jt) is in the hammock. Let]2 be the smallest index with] :::; ]2 :::; i' such
that edge (j',i2) is in the hanunock. Replace the subsequence i ffi 1, .. . ,i' e 1 with
its reverse on the sphere. Here e is subtraction modulo n. This reversal affects only
the hammock under consideration. The reversal forces a split of the hammock into
at most five hanunocks defined by the pairs of sequences:






) and il,iI81, ... ,]ffil,
J" and ., e 1 .) , .. ·,)2·
Each of the resulting hammocks is an untwisted hammock. When all twisted ham-
mocks have been handled, there are at most 51(G) hammocks all together I all of
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them untwisted. For each untwisted hammock, introduce a handle onto the sphere,
and route the unmarked edges of the hammock through the handle. This gives an
embedding of some supergraph of G' onto a surface of genus at most 5::Y(G). Thus
,(G') is O("i(G)). 0
An alternative way of considering embeddings is discussed in [FJl], in which a
graph G is embedded on a surface with 9 handles so as to minimize the number p of
faces that collectively cover all vertices. As discussed in [FL, BM], it is NP-complete
to determine the minimum number of faces that cover all the vertices, even when
considering planar embeddings of planar graphs. In [Fs3] we give a linear-time method
that identifies a planar embedding and a near-minimum size set of faces that cover
all vertices. However, the approach in [Fs3] seems less promising when considering
nonplanar embeddings, since it is NP-complete to determine ,(G), not to mention
finding a corresponding embedding of G and then finding a minimum cardinality set
of faces that cover all vertices. In our approach, we sidestep the problems of dealing
with both an embedding of G and a face covering of this embedding by dealing
conceptually with an embedding of G'. To within a constant factor, our approach
generates a decomposition just as good, as the next lemma shows.
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a graph that can be embedded on an orientable surface of
genus 9 such that all vertices are covered by p of the faces. Then ,(G') .5 9 +P- I.
Proof. Let Gbe an embedding of G into a surface of genus 9 such that all vertices
are covered by p of the faces. We modify this embedding to give an embedding of G'
into a surface of genus 9 +P-I as follows. Introduce vertex v into one of the p faces,
and draw edges from v to each vertex on the face. For each of the remaining p - 1
faces, introduce a handle to that face from the face containing v. Draw edges from v
across the handle to each vertex on that face. 0
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4. Overview of the shortest paths algorithm
In this section we give an overview of our all pairs shortest paths algorithm. This
algorithm shares features in common with our all pairs shortest path algorithm for
planar graphs in [Fs3]. The major difference is in the identification of hammocks and
the generation of vertex names, which is really the heart of our paper. Sidestepping
issues of embedding graphs, we shall not generate a good embedding of the graph
and then infer the hammocks. Without knowing an embedding, we shall identify
hammock-like structures which we call partial hammocks. In discussing the time
performance of the algorithm, we shall assume that m is O(n).
To identify partial hammocks and name vertices, we shall work with an undirected
graph. Thus we first find the undirected version Gof directed graph G. Second, we
perform a decomposition of Ganalogous to the hammock decomposition in order to
generate appropriate vertex names. Let a (major) partial hammock be a subgraph
of a hammock in some basic face embedding Gu, such that the following holds. The
attachment vertices of the partial hammock are the first and last vertices in the par-
tial hammock on each of the two major faces of the hanunock. All other vertices
in the partial hammock have the same edges incident on them as in G. A partial
hammock decomposition of Gis a partition of the edge set into partial hammocks and
individual edges, called (minor) partial hammocks. We decompose G into O(;Y(G))
partial hammocks, using the routines in the next two sections. These routines per-
form the operations pseudo-absorption and pseudo-sequencing, which are analogous
to absorption and sequencing, but will in general find only partial hammocks. The
total time to perform the decomposition will be O(n).
Third, we name the vertices. The pseudo-sequencing procedure will return a graph
Gb , in which each edge is labeled with a (possibly empty) sequence of vertices. Each
vertex in G will either be a vertex in Gb or in precisely one edge label. We use the
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following rule:
Vertex Naming Rule: Vertices are named in order along the sequence of
each edge label in turn, with the remaining vertices named in any order.
Fourth, we find all pairs shortest paths between every pair of attachment vertices of
partial hammocks. For efficiency, we do this on a compressed graph that we generate
as follows. For each major partial hammock, we generate a compressed version C(H)
of each partial hammock H, using the algorithm in [Fs3] to find the shortest distance
between each pair of attachment vertices in H. The graph C(H) is just a complete
directed graph on the attachment vertices of H, with the cost of each edge being
the shortest distance in H between its endpoints. This will take O(n) time overall.
We then generate a compressed version C(G) of G by replacing each major partial
hammock H by its compressed version C(H), and deleting all but one least expensive
copy of any multiple edge. Compressed graph C(G) will have O('j(G») vertices and
edges. We then find all pairs shortest paths in C(G) by running the algorithm by
Fredman and Tarjan [FT]. This will take O«('j(G»)'\og'j(G)) time.
Fifth, for each pair of partial hammocks, we determine succinct shortest path
information for each vertex in one partial hammock to all vertices in the other partial
hammock. In [Fs3] it is shown how to do this in time proportional to the number of
vertices in the two partial hammocks, which over all pairs of partial hammocks will
be O('j(G)n).
Sixth, for each partial hammock, we determine shortest path information between
vertices in it. This will take O(n) time, as discussed in [Fs3].
Thus the total time for the algorithm will be O('j(G)n +('j(G) )'Iog 'j(G)). In the
next two sections we show how to perform pseudo-absorption and pseudo-sequencing.
5. Efficient pseudo-absorption
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Recall that G is the undirected version of graph G, which we assume is not outer-
planar. In this section we give an efficient procedure that contracts Gto a graph Ga. in
a manner similar to that of performing absorption in Gu. Since we do not have an em-
bedding to work with, we call the operation we perform pseudo-absorption. We first
define maximal subgraphs of G that are outerplanar, which we call outerplanar out-
growths. We show that contracting these outgrowths does not change the hammock
number of the graph. We then show that outerplanar outgrowths have effectively no
overlap, so that they can be absorbed in any order. We next give a characterization
of outerplanar outgrowths such that an outerplanar outgrowth always contains one
of three configurations of vertices of small degree. The characterization leads to a
linear-time algorithm to identify all outerplanar outgrowths. Finally we demonstrate
that pseudo-absorption is sufficiently effective, as we show that there is a basic face
embedded graph derived from Ga. that corresponds to a basic face embedded graph
Gu for Gof minimum hammock number.
We first define subgraphs of Gthat are essentially outerplanar in structure. We
assume that Gis biconnected, since otherwise we can handle each biconnected com-
ponent separately. Let Vi and VII be a separation pair of G that separate Vi from y:!.
Let Jl be the subgraph of Ginduced on VI U {VI, V"}, and let J be Jl with edge (VI, v")
added. Let G l be the graph resulting from contracting all edges with both endpoints
in ltl. If J is outerplanar and J l is a maximal graph such that J is outerplanar, we
call J1 an outerplanar outgrowth of G, and (GIl J) an outerplanar trim of G. The
outerplanar property of an outerplanar trim is reflected in the following result.
Lemma 5.1. Let (GIl J) be an outerplanar trim of a biconnected graph G. Then
"i(G) = "i(G, ), and a basic face embedded graph for G, of minimum hammock number
can be extended to a basic face embedded graph for Gof minimum hammock number.
o
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Proof. Consider an embedding G1 of G~ of minimum hammock number for GIl
where G~ is the graph generated from G1 by inserting v into the set of vertices, and
inserting an edge from v to each of the other vertices. Let t be the vertex resulting
from contracting all edges with both endpoints in Vi. Expand these edges in GIl
by replacing vertex t and edges (V', t) and (t, v") by the outerplane embedding of
J, and also replacing edge (v,t) with edges from each vertex in Vi to v. Since J is
outerplanar, the embedding can be maintained as the expansion is performed. D
By Lenuna 5.1, we know that each outerplanar outgrowth J1 of G can itself be
embedded consecutively on the basic face in some basic face embedded graph realizing
minimum hammock number. Outerplanar outgrowths can be identified in any order,
as the following lemma shows.
Lemma 5.2. The sets of nonseparator vertices of any two distinct outerplanar out-
growths of a biconnected graph are disjoint.
Proof. Consider biconnected graph Gwith outerplanar outgrowths J1 and HI. Let
J 1 be induced by separator vertices v' and VII and have an associated outerplanar trim
(Gl, J). Let HI be induced by separator vertices w' and w ll and have an associated
outerplanar trim (G2I H). Suppose J1 and HI are not disjoint. If J1 C HI, then J1
would not be maximal. If HI C J11 then HI would not be maximal. It follows that
one of w' and Wil, say wll , is in J 11 and one of v' and v", say v", is in HI'
Contract all edges with both endpoints in Vi. Let t be the vertex resulting from
these edge contractions, and G1 the resulting graph. Note that t is of degree 2 in G1
and is adjacent to v' and v". Since Wi and w" are a separator pair in G, t and w"
are a separator pair in the contracted graph. Note that any graph resulting from an
edge contraction in an outerplanar graph is outerplanar. Let H~ and H' be the graphs
corresponding to HI and H with all edges with both endpoints in Vi contracted. Then
H' is outerplanar. Let W{ be the set of vertices corresponding to WI when the edges
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are contracted. Let G1,2 be the graph resulting from contracting all edges both of
whose endpoints are in W{. Let t! be the vertex resulting from these edge contractions.
Note that t' is of degree 2 in G1,2 and is adjacent to t and Wi. Thus Vi and w' form
a separator pair in G1 ,2. Consider the subgraph in G1,2 induced on {Vi, t, t', Wi} with
edge (v', w') added, and consider an outerplane embedding of this graph. Now expand
the edges contracted when t! was generated, maintaining an outerplane embedding.
This is possible since HI is outerplanar. In the resulting embedding, expand the
edges contracted when t was generated, maintaining an outerplane embedding. This
is possible since J is outerplanar. Thus J1 UH1 with edge (Vi, Wi) added is outerplanar,
which means that J1 U HI is an outerplanar outgrowth of G. This is a contradiction
to the assumption that J1 and HI are maximal. The lemma then follows. D
We next argue that in any outerplanar outgrowth J one of two conditions al-
ways holds. These conditions will then be used to identify efficiently the outerplanar
outgrowths of G.
Lemma 5.3. Let (Gil J) be an outerplanar trim of a biconnected graph 0, generated
by the separator pair Vi and v". Then one of the following cases holds:
a. Graph J contains 3 vertices.
b. In J there is a vertex of degree 2 adjacent on the exterior face of some
outerplane embedding to a vertex of degree 3, and neither of the vertices
is Vi or v".
c. In J there is a vertex of degree 4 adjacent on the exterior face of
some outerplane embedding to two vertices of degree 2, and none of these
vertices is Vi or v".
Proof. Since J is biconnected, it contains at least three vertices. We claim that 0
can be generated by a graph grammar as follows. All vertices are terminals, and there
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are terminal and nonterminal edges. The start symbol yields the graph G1 , with all
edges in G1 being terminal. except those incident on t, where t is the vertex resulting
from contracting all edges with both endpoints in lit. A nonterminal edge can be
replaced by anyone of the following three:
1. A terminal edge with the same endpoints.
2. A path of length 2 between the same endpoints, consisting of a new vertex and
two nonterminal edges.
3. The union of the objects in the above two replacements.
A simple proof by induction establishes that graph Gcan be generated by this gram-
mar. (In this generation, t will end up being some vertex in J1 .)
If J has just three vertices, then clearly case (a) is satisfied. Otherwise, consider
the first time that rule (2) or rule (3) is applied. Let the edge replaced be ('U l w)
where 'U is neither of v' and V'I and w is one of v' and v". Note that the degree of
u is 2. The replacement of edge (u, w) introduces a new vertex of degree 2 that is
adjacent to vertex u. The degree of vertex 'U either stays the same or increases to 3.
Either way, case (b) holds.
We now argue by induction on the number of edge replacements that after each
subsequent replacement either case (b) or (c) holds. If rules (1) or (2) are applied,
then the corresponding case will still hold. We thus consider the application of rule
(3). Suppose case (b) holds before rule (3) is applied. If the edge replaced has an
endpoint u of degree 2 that is not v' or VII, then after the replacement u will have
degree 3 and be adjacent on the exterior face of J to the new vertex of degree 2. Thus
case (b) will still hold. If the edge replaced has an endpoint w of degree 3 that is not
v' or v", and w is adjacent on the exterior face of J to an vertex u of degree 2 that
is not v' or v", then after the replacement w will have degree 4 and be adjacent on
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the exterior face to both u and the new vertex of degree 2. Thus case (c) will hold.
If neither situation occurred, then case (b) will still hold.
On the other hand, Suppose case (c) holds before rule (3) is applied. If the edge
replaced has an endpoint u of degree 2 that is not Vi or v", then after the replacement
u will have degree 3 and be adjacent on the exterior face to the new vertex of degree
2. Thus case (b) will hold. If this situation does not occur, then case (c) will still
hold. The result then follows. 0
We now give an algorithm find-outgrowths for identifying all outerplanar out-
growths of graph G. Note that since G is biconnected, it is of minimum degree 2.
Each edge is initially assigned the empty label. At the completion of the algorithm,
a graph Gm is returned that is a contraction of G. Any edge (v',v lf ) with nonempty
label will represent an outerplanar outgrowth J1 generated by separator vertices Vi
and v". The label of the edge will give a listing of vertices of J1 in order from Vi to v"
exclusive around the exterior face in the outerplane embedding of J. The resulting
contracted graph Gm will have minimum degree at least 3.
We use the following operation, which we call contraction, repeatedly in find-
outgrowths. Let x be a vertex of degree 2, with incident edges el ;:: (w, x) and
e2 = (x, u). Let [I and JI' be the labels of el and e2. Then delete x and edges el and
e2, and insert edge (w, u) with label (l', x, [II).
The initialization of find-outgrowths is as follows. Assign the empty label to each
edge, and determine the degree of each vertex. Form a list L of vertices of degree 2
that have at least one neighbor of degree less than 5.
While L is not empty, do the following, which we call a contraction operation.
Extract a vertex x from L. Let w represent its neighbor of degree less than 5, and
let u represent its other neighbor. Perform the contraction operation on x. Scan the
adjacency list of w to check if there already is an edge (w,u) with the empty label.
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If there is, then delete this edge, and decrease the degrees of u and w by one. We
update L by performing the following check. If the degree of u becomes 2, then check
to see if one of its neighbors is of degree less than 5. IT so, then add u to L. Otherwise,
if the degree of u becomes 4, then check if the degree of one of its neighbors, say t,
is 2, and if t is not on L. H both cases hold then add t to L. Handle a check for w
similarly to this check for u.
When L is empty, each outerplanar outgrowth is either identified (with a labeled
edge representing it), or is one step from being identified. In the latter case, there
is a vertex x of degree 2, both of whose neighbors wand u have degree greater than
5. Perform the contraction operation for every vertex of degree 2. We also need to
test if there is an edge (w,u), whose label is the empty list, and if so then delete this
edge. We do not do this directly, since each neighbor wand u has degree at least 5,
and scanning their adjacency lists could well be too expensive. Instead, we sort the
multiset of edges lexicographically, where each edge (w, u) is listed so that w < u. We
then scan this list, deleting any edge (w, u) with empty label if there is an edge (w, u)
with nonempty label. This completes the description of algorithm find-outgrowths.
Consider the undirected graph G in Figure 3.1. Applying algorithm find-out-
growths will generate the graph Go shown in Figure 5.1. Five edges in this graph
will have nonemply labels: edge (1,3) has label 2, edge (6,8) has label 7, edge (6,16)
has label 17, edge (12,14) has label 13, and edge (14,16) has label 15. Thus five
outerplanar outgrowths have been identified.
Theorem 5.1. Algodthm find-outgrowths correctly identifies all outerplanar out-
growths of a biconnected graph G in O(n + m) time.
Proof. We first consider the correctness of find-outgrowths. By Lemma 5.2, outer-
planar outgrowths are distinct. Thus we consider the action of find-outgrowths on one
outerplanar outgrowth J1 and its associated outerplanar trim (GI , J). At any given
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point during the execution of find-outgrowths, let G', J~, J' and G~ be the current
contracted versions of 0, Jll J and Ct. It follows from a proof by induction that J~
is an outerplanar outgrowth of C'.
By Lemma 5.3, one of three cases hold for J'. In case (a), J contains one vertex x
of degree 2, plus the two separator vertices v' and v", each of degree greater than 2 in
G. If at least one of v' and v" has degree less than 5, then x will be inserted into list
L, extracted from L at some point, and will participate in a contraction operation. If
both of Vi and v" have degree at least 5, then x will not be inserted into list L. When
L is empty, x will be handled essentially by a contraction operation.
In cases (b) or (c), there is a vertex in JI of degree 2 adjacent to at least one vertex
of degree less than 5. Let x be the first such vertex in JI extracted from list L. The
algorithm will perform a contraction operation involving x, sequencing correctly the
labels on the adjacent edges with the name x. It will also adjust the list L to reflect
any change in vertex degrees.
Note that when the list L is empty, and the remaining vertices of degree 2 are
handled, no other vertices will have their degrees decreased to 2 by this operation.
Hence at the termination of find-outgrowths, all vertices in C a have degree at least 3.
We next consider the time complexity of find-outgrowths. Assume that edges
are stored in adjacency lists that are doubly-linked and circular. Handling a vertex
extracted from L will take constant time, since one of its neighbors is of constant
degree. All other operations on the graph are seen to take time linear in the number
of vertices and edges. 0
There could be two or more outerplanar outgrowths that share a separator vertex,
and thus there might be no basic face embedded graph such that every outerplanar
outgrowth can be embedded consecutively on the basic face. However, there is a
basic face embedded graph such that each outerplanar outgrowth minus its separator
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vertices can be embedded consecutively on the basic face.
Theorem 5.2. There is some basic face embedded graph Gu for G such that the
vertices in any nonempty edge label of Ga. appear in clockwise order around the basic
face of Gu •
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, any outerplanar outgrowth of G can itself be embedded
consecutively on the basic face in some basic face embedded graph realizing minimum
hammock number. By Lemma 5.2, the embeddings of the nonseparator vertices of
distinct outerplanar outgrowths do not affect each other. 0
6. Identifying partial hammocks
In this section we give a method, which we call pseudo-sequencing, for identi-
fying sufficiently long sections of hammocks, called partial hammocks. Recall the
undirected graph Ga. resulting from the pseudo-absorption operation of the previous
section. For any hammock H of a basic face embedded graph Gu , the corresponding
subgraph H" in Ga. has a special structure that we exploit in identifying partial ham-
mocks. We first consider the case in which H" is biconnected. The structure allows
the role of certain edges in H" to be ascertained, and this leads a characterization
of partial hammocks that allows them to be recognized by performing constant-time
tests on the vertices of Ga.. Thus for the case that each corresponding subgraph H II is
biconnected, we give a linear-time algorithm for identifying partial hammocks. When
some such subgraph H" is not biconnected, we show that adding dummy vertices and
dummy edges to G.. in a certain way will guarantee that all such subgraphs of the
resulting graph are biconnected. This yields the complete algorithm for identifying
partial hammocks, which runs in linear time.
Given a hammock H in Gu , we first define the corresponding subgraph H" in Ga.
Let H' be the corresponding subgraph that results from performing the edge con-
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tractions in generating Ga. Let any vertex resulting from a contraction involving an
attachment vertex be designated. a replacement attachment vertex. Recall that in Ga
all vertices have degree at least 3. Thus any vertices of degree less than 3 in subgraph
H' must be attachment vertices or replacement attachment vertices. Let H" be the
graph generated by contracting all edges incident on attachment vertices or replace-
ment attachment vertices of degree 1 in H'. Again, let any vertex resulting from a
contraction involving an attachment vertex be designated a replacement attachment
vertex. For the moment we assume that H" is biconnected. We shall show later how
to handle graphs Ga in which some such subgraphs H" are not biconnected.
We next discuss the special structure of H" relative to an embedding Jill for H".
Embedded graph H II must contain as interior faces only faces bounded by either three
or four edges. This follows since a face in Jill bounded by at least five edges would
have a vertex that is not an attachment or replacement attachment vertex in H"
that is of degree 2 in Ga. The embedding Jill can be characterized as a sequence of
triangular and square faces. We shall represent the structure of partial hanunocks by
a sequence of the symbols 0, 'V and 6., where 0 represents a face bounded by four
edges, \l and 6. represent faces bounded by three edges, with an edge on the top, or
an edge on the bottom, respectively.
We next discuss the role of certain edges in the structure of H". Suppose that
Ji" has at least 7 faces. Even without an embedding to work with, and without any
knowledge of H, we are able to identify all but at most five faces of Jjll. An edge in a
basic face embedded graph is an interior edge of its partial hammock if its endpoints
separate two faces in the same partial hammock. An edge that is not interior is
termed exterior. The main technique is to identify edges that can be interior edges
in some partial hammock, and delete them. When the deletion of an edge results
in a vertex of degree 2, we perform a contraction operation. We keep track of these
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by using edge labels. Thus jf an edge label is nonempty, then the edge cannot be an
interior edge of some hammock in the original graph.
The following lemma identifies some subgraphs and corresponding edges in them
that cannot be exterior edges in any partial hammock that contains the subgraph.
Lemma 6.1. Consider the graphs Pl , P2 , and P3 in Figure 6.1. Edge (VbV2) cannot
be an exterior edge in any partial hammock containing a subdivision of any of these
graphs.
Proof. Suppose that edge (Vl' V2) could be an exterior edge. Then we could replace
(Vb V2) with edges (Vl l W), (w, V2), and new vertex w. The resulting subgraph should
still have the possibility of being a subgraph of a partial hammock, which means that
it should be a subgraph of an outerplanar graph. But each of the subgraphs Pb P2 ,
and P3 so modified is no longer outerplanar, since each is a subdivision of ](2,3, Thus
edge (VbV2) cannot be an exterior edge in any partial hammock containing any of
these subgraphs. 0
We next identify tests by which an instance of the above subgraphs can be iden-
tified in constant time each, given that lists of vertices of degree less than 7 are
maintained.
Lemma 6.2. Let Gt be an undirected graph. Subgraphs Pb P2 , and P3 of G can
be identified in constant time each if they satisfy the following conditions on vertex
degree in Gtl and have one of the vertices of degree 3 or 4 supplied for the test
1. P, with degree(v,) = degree(v3) = degree(v,) = 3.
2. P, with degree(v,) = degree(v3) = 3 and degree(v,) = 4.
3. P, with degree(v,) = 3 and degree(v,) = 5.
4. P, with degree(v,) = 3 and degree(v,l = 6.
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5. P, with degTee(v,) = degTee(vl) = 4.
6. P, with degTee(v,) = 4 and degTee(Va) = degree(v.) = 3.
7. P, with degree(vl) = 4 and degree(v,) = degree(v.) = 3.
8. P, with degree(vI) = 4 and degree(v,) = degree(v,) = 3.
9. Pa with degree(vI) = degree(v,) = degree(v,) = degree(v6) = 3.
10. Pa with degree(vI) = degree(v,) = degree(va) = degree(v6) = 3.
Proof. In each case the vertices with specified degree form an induced subgraph that
is connected. Since these vertex degrees are constant, this subgraph can be located in
constant time. Then the adjacency lists of these vertices can be checked to determine
if they contain vertices that complete the description of the corresponding subgraph
Hi' Since the adjacency lists are checked only for vertices of degree no greater than
6, this search will take constant time.
For example, suppose a vertex u of degree 3 is supplied for the test. Case 8 can
be tested as follows. Check each neighbor w of u of degree 3. Check each neighbor
z of u or w of degree 4. Identify z as VI, the neighbor of z amongst u and w as V2,
and the remaining vertex from amongst u and w as vs. Check the adjacency lists of
VI and V2 to see if they share a new vertex (V3) in common, and check the adjacency
lists of VI and Vs to see if they share a new vertex (V4) in common. The tests for the
other nine cases are of a similar nature. 0
We wish to argue that the subgraphs plus degree constraints specified in the
preceding lemma are sufficient to compress all but a constant portion of any subgraph
H". We first specify sequences of faces that generate the subgraphs in this lemma. We
will then use these specifications to argue that every partial hammock of more than
6 faces will have some compression done on it. We use expressions to describe several
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sequences of faces at once. Thus (6 + 0)66(6 + D) specifies the set {6666,
6660, 0666, 0660}.
Lemma 6.3. The following sets of sequences yield the corresponding cases in Lemma
6.2.
1. (6 +0)66(6 + D)
2. 666'7(6 + D)
3. ('7 + 0)66('7 + D)
4. '7666'7
5. ('7 + 0)6'7(6 + D)
6. 0'766
7. ('7 +0)60('7 + D)
8. ('7 + 0)60(6 + D)
9. (6 + 0)00(6 + D)
10. '7006
Proof. It can be verified that each of the above expressions generates a graph con-
taining a subgraph with the necessary constraints satisfied. For example, expression
8 generates a graph in which the two middle interior faces form Pz . It can be easily
verified that degree(VI) = 4 and degree(V2) = degree(vs) = 3. The other nine ca.ses
can be verified similarly. 0
We now show that the cases presented in Lemma 6.2 are sufficient to identify all
but a constant portion of any subgraph H". Let the reverse of a sequence, designated
by a superscript R, be the sequence in reverse order. Let the flip of a sequence,
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designated by a superscript F, be the sequence in which the symbols 6. and 'V are
interchanged. As an example, (606\7)R = \7606 = (6\70\7l = (\70\76)FR.
The reverse and flip operations can be extended to expressions in a natural way.
Clearly, if any sequence described by an expression in Lemma 6.3 yields a case in
Lemma 6.2, then the flip, reverse, or flip reverse of the sequence does too.
Lemma 6.4. Let H be a hammock in Gu, and H" the corresponding graph with
respect to Ga.. The sequence for every embedded graph H" that is biconnected and
contains more than six faces contains one of the sequences, or its reverse, flip, or flip
reverse, described by the expressions in Lemma 6.3.
Proof. Let x and y be elements of {O,'V,6.}. Expressions 1 and 3 generate all
sequences x6.6.y except 'V6.6.6. and its reverse. Note that a portion of \16.6.6.x
is matched by expression 1 if x is 6. or 0, and by expression 4 otherwise. We thus
consider extending \76.6.6. on the left. Note that a portion of x\16.6.6. is matched
by the reverse of expression 2 except for \1\16.6.6.. Note that a portion of x'V'V6.6.6.
is matched by the flip of expression 1 except for \1 \1 'V6.6.6.. Note that a portion of
x'V\1'V6.6.6. is the flip reverse of \16.6.6.x, and can thus be matched for the same
reasons as 'V6.6.6.x. Thus any sequence of length 7 that contains x6.6.y can have a
portion of it matched.
All sequences xOOy can be generated by expressions 9 and 10 with suitable flips
and reverses.
Expression 5 generates all sequences x6. 'Vy except for 6.6.'Vy and its flip reverse.
Note that the reverse of 6.6.\70 is matched by expression 6. From 6.6.'V'V, we
must consider x6.6.'V'V and its flip reverse. Now a portion of x6.6.\7'V is matched.
by expression 3 except for 6.6.6.'V\1, the reverse of which has already been han-
dled. From 6.6.\16., we must consider x6.6.'V6. and 6.6.'V6.x. Note that either
expression 2 generates x6.6.\16., or expression 3 generates a portion of it. Note that
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a portion of ~6. \76.x is matched by the flip of expression 5 except for 6.6.\76.6..
Note that 6.6.\76.6. is the reverse of itself, and that 6.6.\76.6.y is the reverse of
((yL':.L':.'VL':.)L':.), so that yL':.L':.'VL':. can be handled as xL':.L':.'VL':. was. Thus any se·
quence of length 7 that contains x6.\7Y can have a portion of it matched.
Expressions 7 and 8 generate all sequences x6.0Y except for 6..60y. Note that
a portion of x6.6.0y is generated by either expression 1 or 3. We consider each
of 6.6.00x, 6.6.06,x, and .6..6.0\7x in turn. Note that a portion of 6.6.00x is
generated by either expression 1 or the reverse of expression 10. Note that a portion
of 6..606.x is generated by the reverse of expression 7 except for 6.6.06.6.. Note that
a portion of 6.6.06.6.y is generated by either expression 1 or 3. Note that a portion
of 6..60\7x is generated by the flip reverse of expression 7 except for 6.6.0\7\7. Note
that a portion of 6.6.0\7\7Y is generated by either the flip of expression 1 or 3. Thus
any sequence of length 6 that contains x6.0y can have a portion of it matched.
The sequences x6.6.y, xOOy, x6\7Y, and x6.0y, plus their reverses and flips,
constitute all four-symbol sequences over {6., \7, O}. Thus any sequence of length 7
can have a portion of it matched. 0
We now give our algorithm pseudo-sequence for identifying all but a constant
portion of every hammock H when the graph H" in Ga for every partial hammock
is biconnected. First determine the degree of each vertex in Ga , and form a doubly-
linked circular list L of all vertices of degree 3 or 4.
While L is not empty, do the following. Extract a vertex u from L. If u is of
degree 4, cheek case 5 of Lemma 6.2. Otherwise, check each of the cases 1-4 and
6-10 of Lemma 6.2 in turn until a match is found or all cases have been checked.
The check involves scanning adjacency lists of constant length (at most 6) as in the
proof of Lemma 6.2. If a match is found, do the following. Delete edge (VllV2), and
decrease the degrees of VI and Vz. If the degree of VI becomes 2, delete VI from L
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if it was on L and perform a contraction operation. If the degree of VI becomes 3
or 4, insert it onto L if it was not already on L. Do similar operations for V2. This
completes the discussion of handling of vertex u.
When list L is empty, algorithm pseudo-sequence terminates. Each nonempty
label in the resulting graph Gb represents a sequence of vertices around the basic face
in some embedding, listing the sequence of vertices around one of the two faces of a
partial hammock.
Consider the graph G. in Figure 5.1. Each of the edges (4,8), (3,10) and (1,12)
can be identified as interior, using case 7 of Lemma 6.2. This leaves the graph as
shown in Figure 6.2. By successive applications of case 9, edges (1,14), (3,11), (4,9)
and (5,16) can be identified as interior. This leaves a graph Gb with vertices 16 and
18, an edge from 16 to itself with label 15,14,13,12,10,9,8,7,6,17, an edge from 18
to itself with label 1,2,3,4,5, and edge (16,18) with the empty label. One possible
renaming would leave vertices 1,2,3,4,5 as is, give vertices 15,14,13,12,10,9,8,7,6,17
the names 6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16, resp., give vertex 16 the name 17, and leave
vertex 18 as is. Inferring the partial hammocks from the edge labels would give one
major partial hammock and five minor ones. The major partial hammock would con-
tain vertices (using the old names) 15,14,13,12,10,9,8,7,6,17,1,2,3,4,5, and the minor
partial hammocks would contain the vertices {16, 17}, {16,18}, {16,15}, {I, 18} and
{15,18}.
Theorem 6.1. Let Gbe an undirected graph such that for every hammock H in a
basic face embedding the associated graph H" in the corresponding Gn is biconnected.
Algorithm pseudo-sequence generates a naming of vertices of Gthat implies a partial
hanunock decomposition of size 0(7(G)) in O(n +m) time.
Proof. By the discussion in the previous section graph Gn encodes outerplanar
outgrowths into its edge labels. Consider any hammock H for a basic face embedding
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and the associated graphs H' and H". In worst case H" can have 4 fewer vertices
and 4 fewer edges than H'. By Lemma 6.4, any embedded graph Jill with more
than six faces contains a configuration described by an expression in Lemma 6.3. By
Lemma 6.3, such an expression contains one of the subgraph configurations described
in Lemma 6.2. By Lemma 6.1, the edge (Vb vz) in each of these configurations cannot
be an exterior edge. Thus the edge can be deleted, and the resulting contraction
operation identifies vertices that appear sequentially on one of the two faces of H.
When algorithm pseudo-sequence has terminated, Jill has at most 6 faces, which
implies a constant number of vertices and a constant number of edges, since each face
has at most 4 edges. Each edge label taken alone gives a sequence of vertices along
one face of a partial hammock. Thus the number of partial hammocks generated
with respect to any given hammock H is at most a constant. This implies a partial
hammock decomposition of size O('j(G)).
We next consider the time. The time to compute vertex degrees and form list L is
O(n + m). By lemma 6.2, the time to handle a vertex extracted from L is constant.
We charge the time to handle the vertex u as follows. If edge (VI, V2) is deleted, then
we charge the time to u itself. If edge (VI, V2) is not deleted and u was originally on
L and has not yet been deleted, then we charge the time to list L. If edge (Vb V2) is
not deleted and u has been inserted onto L, then we charge the time to the vertex
whose examination led to the insertion of u. It follows that L is charged O(n), and
each vertex is charged a constant. 0
Let H be a hammock in Gu • Let H" be the subgraph of H discussed earlier.
We had assumed that H" was biconnected. We now discuss how to handle graphs
Ga, in which some such subgraphs H" are not biconnected. Some hammocks in Gu
may contain edges that were added in the triangulation, and whose removal would
delete exterior edges in the hammock. Of course, these are not available to us when
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attempting to identify hammocks. We thus preprocess Ga to add in dummy vertices
and edges so that H 'I is biconneded. Each dummy vertex will be assumed to have a
name that is null, so that edge labels construded using that vertex will not contain a
reference to the vertex. We note that adding the edges may introduce a "twist" where
there was none in the hammock. Introducing a twist does not present a problem,
because the twist does not increase the number of partial hammocks that we find.
By induced subgraph we mean the subgraph induced on a given set of vertices.
Let v be a vertex of degree 4 in Ga such that the subgraph JI induced on v and its
neighbors in Ga is isomorphic to graph P4 in Figure 6.3. Note that v plays the role
of Vs in P4' Let u and w be neighboring vertices of degree 3 in Ga such that the
subgraph JII induced on u, w and their neighbors in Ge is isomorphic to graph Ps in
Figure 6.3. Vertices u and w play the roles of Vs and Vs in Ps. Let B be the set of all
such subgraphs J' and J" in Ge.
Thus we perform the following transformations one at a time until they can no
longer be performed. If P4 is an induced subgraph of Ge, and vertex Vs is of degree 4
in Ge , then introduce a dummy vertex v; and a dummy edge (vs, v;) with the empty
label. Replace edges (V3' vs) and (V4' vs) by edges (V3' v;) and (V4' v;) with the same
labels. If Ps is an induced subgraph of Ga , and vertices Vs and Vs are of degree 3 in
Ge, then introduce a dummy vertices v; and v~ and dummy edges (vs,v;), (vs,v~)
and (v~,v~) with the empty label. Replace edges (V3,VS) and (V4,VS) by edges (U3,V~)
and (V4'V~) with the same labels. Call the above algorithm H-biconnect.
Lemma 6.5. Let H be a hammock in Gu, and H" the corresponding graph with
resped to Ge. Algorithm H-biconnect identifies and modifies all but at most two
occurrences of P4 and Ps as induced subgraphs in N".
Proof. We first argue that there cannot be two occurrences of P4 or Ps in H II that
share a triangular face. If there were, then let x be the one vertex on this face that
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did not play the role of Vs or V6 in either P4 or Ps. Vertex x cannot be of degree 2
since all vertices in G" have degree at least 3. But then the third edge incident on x
makes it impossible for H to be a hammock.
We next argue that at most one occurrence of P4 or Ps at either end of H" can
be missed. Let Jf be an instance of P4 that is not completely contained in H
II
, even
though v is contained in HI/. There can be precisely one triangular face of Jf contained
in Hill and this face contains two attachment vertices of H". This face can be in at
most one occurrence of P4 or Ps contained in H
II
• 0
Lemma 6.6. All members of set B can be identified in time proportional to the size
of Ga.
Proof. Subgraphs P4 and Ps of Go can be identified in constant time each if they
satisfy the following conditions on vertex degree in G"I and have one of the vertices
of degree 3 supplied for the test.
1. p. with degree(v3) = degree(v,) = 3 and degree(v,) = 4.
2. P, with degree(V3) = degree(v.) = degree(v,) = degree(v,) = 3.
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.
We must also check that there are no additional edges in the induced subgraph.
Since V3 and V4 are of degree 31 it is easy to check for the nonexistence of edges
(V31V4L (V31Vdl and (V41V2) in constant time just by scanning the adjacency lists of
V3 and V4' Checking for the the nonexistence of edges (VII V2) can be done all at once
as follows. For each possible candidate l generate a fake edge. Then union the fake
edges with the edge set of G"l and perform a lexicographic sort. This pairs up any
real edges with the corresponding fake edges. 0
Thus our algorithm to find a partial hammock decomposition is the following.
Given G, call algorithm find-outgrowths to find graph G". Then call algorithm H-
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biconnect to eliminate instances of P4 and Ps. Then call algorithm pseudo-sequence.
Generate the vertex names from the edge labels, and infer the partial hammocks.
Theorem 6.2. A partial hammock decomposition of graph G of size O(;Y(G» can
be found in O(n + m) time.
Proof. By lemma 6.5, algorithm H-biconnect properly handles all occurrences of P4
and Ps except at most one at each end of each hammock. Thus all but at most
3 vertices and 4 edges are included at either end of any hammock in a hanunock
decomposition of minimum hammock number. Thus the number of hammocks is
increased by a constant multiplicative factor. Treating each such subgraph as a
separate hammock, Theorem 6.1 then asserts that the number of partial hammocks
is just a constant multiplicative factor more. Thus the size of the partial hammock
decomposition generated is 0(1'(G)).
The time to convert G to Gis O(n + m), and the time for each of find-outgrowths,
H-biconnect and pseudo-sequence is O(n + m). The time to translate the edge labels
into a vertex naming and partial hammock decomposition is clearly O(n + m). 0
Theorem 6.3. All pairs shortest paths can be found in graph G in 0(1'(G)n +
(1'(G))'log 1'(G)) time.
Proof. By Theorem 6.2, a partial hammock decomposition of graph G of size 0(1'(G))
can be found in O(n + m) time. As discussed in section 4, all pairs shortest paths
between attachment vertices can be computed in O«('i'(G))'log'i'(G)) time. In ad-
dition, determining shortest path information between vertices in different partial
hammocks, and between vertices in the same partial hammock when the shortest
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Figure 3.2. Graph Gembedded on a snrface with one handle.
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Figure 3.4. The embedded graph from Fig. 3.3 after absorption.
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11}----{ 3 }----{ 4 7
10}------{ 9 }------{ 8
Figure 5.1. Graph Ga resulting from pseudo-absorption.











Figure 6.3. Subgraphs of partial hammocks that are not biconnected.
